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THESIS ABSTRACT 
An exo.mina.ttoi1 of the hypothesla the .t a significant 
relatto.nship would. be fou.nd 'between a s~t of four ~.oaunonly 
em.ployed psyohologice.1 instruments for assessing anxiety 
and a set of sev~n con1monly employed :physiological meas-
ures of anxiety was carried QUt. The researoh was done 
in a .natvralistlo setting to 11.np::..--ove on the typlca.1 1abor-
$tory anxiety researc:ih that ha.s, of late, been highly 
cri tlc1ze..-cl encl r,.nnlyzed w1 th a ft!ult.tvc.·:cin.tc approach as 
a.dvocatod by ms.n.y critics of tradi t1onal bi-variate 
research. The methodolog1ca.l approach of natura.ltstic 
reAearc.h wns operationalized by employing 54· pa.t'-~ats 
sufft~rlng a first m:rocardial it1fe.rction a.d:!Ili tted to fi 
large metropolitan hospitsl. 
Statistically s1gn1ficent intercorrGlations we:ce 
found .s,mo.ng th~ four ps:fcho1.og1cal 1.nstrunients emplc:red: 
Bendig sho:rt f'0:;:-~11 of th~ Ta3vJ.or Ma.nlf est Anxiety Sea.le 
(1'MAS), !!..nd. abbr.3:vie.tod V~l'SiOflS of the State-Trait 
Anxlet~r Inv·<.:mtory (STAI), Mul t1plB Affect Adject1 ve 
Check List {MAACL) r e .. nd. Hood Ac:'tjectiv~ Check List (HACL). 
Two out of the tw'!l.'!n.t7r ... eight pair-•wise correlations be-
tween th\!:se fovr in.strt.rr:11.?.nts H!'ld the ~even ph:,,si1)J.,:,,g~_c.aJ. 
r.arnsu.res nveragoo. ove1· a 24 hou.1"' pGrlod (h~art rate, sys-
tolic s.nd dlt1.tJtoli.c blood pres::mro, ~plnephri.n~, nor~pi-
nephririe, vantlly;uand.e,lJ.c u.cid, and urino output) were 
significant; ~1t, in gGn~rsl, a low 9 negative pattern of 
11i 
pa1r-w1se cer.re1At1o.o.s wtuJ :fe>und between the two sets 
w1 th the physiological set ala~ demonstra tir.tB 1ns1g-
n1f1cant pa.1r-w1se 1ntercorrelations qong the seven 
physiological measures of anxiety. 
The •ult1va.r1Ate technique of car .. onto11.l correlmt1on 
(external factor Malys1a) revealed no algnificQnt 
11ne&l'' overlap betwe!'!in the psychCllogics.1 and ph;,rs1olog-
1cal measures of anxiety. A principal eo11ponents anM.lys1s 
(internal factor analysis) revgaled three factoTc acoGu.nt-
1ng for 68 percent of the totsl variance. All four. 
psychological instruments shCJW6d htgh factor lcai.dings, 
-~94 to -.80, with oo~..munalitios form .93 to .66, on th~ 
first group factor which was clearly- sepl.\xnted from the 
other two. The seven phys1ologiokl measures for·1r1ed the 
other two factors which demonstrated. eome degree of' 
o·n,rl;.p betwflen them. 
These results were 1nterp~~ted as 1nd1cati~g that 9 
for the sampl~ employed, there we.s clearly Rs. differ6nct~ 
between what 1s being assessed by the psychological 
instrmaents proporting to m.easurt o.n;,rit1;;t:y a.11d physiologlco.1 
me-~aures co~1monly enployed for ftBBesstng the sam~ e:::1.:>tion. 
This ir1terpr.et~t1on was discussed in terms of 
Scht.t.cter• s theory of E.".m.ot1cn; o.nd lJ"apllcations for fur-
ther research were discusse:)d. 
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••• 
it seems safe to ~st1mate that over 5000 
art1eles or books on anxiety have been published during 
the pe.st two decades • 11 
Charles D. Spielberger. Anxiety: 
Current trends 1n theory and 
research. New York: Aea.deru.1c 
Presa, 1972, p.6" 
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INTRODUCTIOU 
.Anxl:r,ty has long boen regard~d as a funde.lllental 
human eo.toticin. Cohen (1969) stated t!lat 1t is clearly 
reflected ln ancient- Egyptian hieroglyphics. Ths 
eleventh century Arab philosopher Ibn Hazm unequS.voce.lly 
asserted the unlv~rsality of anxiety as the cornarstone 
not hop!! by me,e.ns of this action or wo:rd to release 
anxiety from his sp1r1t." (Kritzeck, 1956r p.573). 
In thE; ::H--:'lfertt~cnth century• most of the int~ll~wt.., 
ual l{;ad-:::rs of tlrn day caF.10 tc) share the views of tho 
affinentlally a s~ate of mtnd or perhGpE an attitude~ 
of the oind. 11 v..nd that the effeotE.J of the emotion could 
-
b(1 O'v"GX'com~ b;r a nc;z.ur:1,ge~us dedication te, r~aso.nH, 
mntial phllooophers Ruch as Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, 
ancl p~r.haps most forcefully Kil'trkegaard, bad chalbmged 
th~ a·a.rlier belief in tha rational oont:rol OVtH" t1:n,:,tions 
ience of reason in overcoalng emotion. 
1 
2 
Also during the nineteenth century emerged the 
first serious concern by sc1e~tif1c ~1sc1plinea in the 
subject of anxiety. This was prt~arlly expressed by 
Darwin who believed that the potent1e.1 for anxiety was 
an inherent character1st1e not only of men but also of 
animals- that 1t had evolved as a type of adaptive 
mechanism over countless generations. His work~ 
Expressio_!!, QI Emot1.QE. 1.!l 11.!!1 ~ .fill~ published in 
1872, marked the first true sc1ent1fic interest in anx-
iety. 
However, as Spielberger (1972} pointed out: 
Prior to 1950e •• there were relatively few oxperi-
mental investigations of anxiety in hunans. The 
complexity of anxiety phenomena, th~ lack of appropri-
ate instru::v.rnts for assessing anxiety, and ethical 
problems a.ssociat;ed with inducing an:x:l~ty in the labor<> 
.atory have all contributed to the paucity of !'es:::a:!'ch. 
(p.5). 
More recently. the publication, in 1950, of three 
1riports.nt books can be considered as ono of the two ml!l.jor 
st1.m.ulat1ng forces that began what today h.rts b!:lcome a 
-v-ery prolif' ic and intensely 1nter~st1ng area for rt,searr..h. 
--
The b-ooks were May 9 s ,I~ 1i~aning ot Anx~J~, 110,-1~r I s 
I&...~t:Ullie fh.~42.FZ ~M I:_e.1-:~.srn .  ~l.U.Y. !)z~J!L~. e.nd Dollard 
and Mllleri s f.Q.r~~~~~f~tz !!l<i .f.§.iYOho__t!J.fil.P..Y.• In addi t1on 
to presontittg vtowpoints fl"oil different the(j,retios.l 
schools, they gr(Sa tly stimulated both ti-lt:iorizing and 
reel:'Jarch about anztety. 
The eeoond of the two major stimulating foroes. at 
about the same tb1e, ca.me in the fo~ of psyohonetric 
3 
in~truments designed to assess a~iety such as Taylor's 
(1951,1953) Manifest Anxiety Seale and Mandler and 
Sarason•s (1952) Test Anxiety Quest1onna.1re. With. the 
development of .cany •paper and pencil' rn.easuring devices, 
research on anxiety has flourished since about 1950. 
In the past 20 years anxiety has become both an 
overriding concern of society in general (as witnessed 
by the amount of a.nti-anx1ety medication consu:!ed), and 
a burgeoning field of 1nvest1gatlon by researchers from 
various d1sc1plinas. May {1910) found evidence of soc-
iety's central conoern over anxiety in a su.rvey of con-.. 
tempor&ry literature, music, art, religion, political 
f\nd philosophical thought, as well as tn the fieilds c,f 
psychl!!!.'Gry. psychoanalysis, and psy~holo5y. In th<; 
field of m.ua1c, Leonard Bernstein even went no far !I.S 
to title his Second. Symphony ~ ~ Qf. ;.nx:1etr. 
Since 1950, ovor 2500 articles and books dee.11.ng 
with anxiety have b~en indexreid in 11Psychologica.1 
Abstracts" .. In this samG period, the percentage of 
anxiety studies in the field of psychology alone, (as 
presented_ 1.n Psycholog-.1 Abstracts) has risen from about 
0.2 perc.en.t of the published literature to almost 1.6 
percent. Th6se statistics gathered by Sp!olberger {1972) 
led h1.m. to conclude that: 111t see.ms safe1 to estimate 
that over 5000 art1cl~s or books on a.nx1ety have been 
published during tha past two decades." {p.6). 
Within this ever 1ncre~sing fiold of research on 
~nx1ety there 1s a great diversity of th~oret1cal T1ew-
po1nts as well ~s methodologies. In. t(ireiS of the vari-
ous measur6ment techniques applied to the assess~ent of 
anxiety. however, there appear to be two approaches most 
commonly employed~ The first of these com:ion measure-
ments approaches employs phys1olog1cal msasurea thought 
to be representative of anxloty, while:: the second common 
major me~surement approach is based on psychological 
psychometric instruments. Thie second oat~gory 1s com-
prised of the various •paper and pene1J.' .tnstruaents 
such as those l"!lent1oned above- the term paper and penc,.l' 
referring to the fact that these instruments are usually 
printed items to ·which u subject responds by check1.rig 
off sonc self-r~ferent phrase or adjective as being des-
criptive of bis feelings or mood. 
fn;rs:'t.9logJ._cal AEJ.?.roe.ch~ 12 ~'?. M§ ... ~§.§~.n! fil'_ ~lill: 
The relationship between the emotion psychologists 
ha,re come to call anxiety and the various physiological 
effects engendered by it has long been recognized. As 
far reek as half a century B .. C., the Rom8 ..n poet Lucretius 
observed._that: 11 ••• when th~ mind. 1.s excited by some f!ore 
vehement 8.ppreh~nston~ w~ set~ the whole sou.1 feel 1n 
unison thrC1ugh all the 11:mbsp sweats and paleness spread. 
over the whole body. the tongue fe.lter~ the ·voice die 
awa.y, • , • the ears ri.t1g .. , 11 ( Lu.creit.ius, 50 B. C.). In his 
rebuttal to 08.ctescene's division of so:rrow into four 
species, Saint Tho::1as Aquinas gave s.n expla.n.atlon of 
5 
an emotion so close to presently defined aruc1&ty that 
the translators of his ·§.v.!!Dla Theolo5ic~ (Fathers of the 
English Dom1n1c~n Province, 1941) call it anxiety. 
- Ds.rwin (1965) provided a v1v1d description of the 
physiological manifestations of anxiety re~arkably simi -
lar to those given 2,000 years before: " • •• trembling, 
~n~~~?ed pe.±'sp1ration, dryness of the mouth, change 
1n voice gual1~Y~ •• 11 (p.J06). 
Investigators have employed a great .number of physio-
logical approaches for the measurement of anxiety. Cattel 
---... - '.fl------~ ----
(1972) mentioned over 50 different indices used in various 
studies. Many of the commonly employed physiolo~ical 
approaches appear, however, to center around t~9-~sJ c 
- le Endoor1nolog1cal correlates of anxiety 
2. Card1ovas~ular signs of anxiety 
-
~££!j._u__ological Correlates 2!. ~ietz. 
Apparently the first ordered sc1er.tj.f1o observations ___, ___ >-
011 endocrino~c,g_ical correlates of anxiety were carried 
out bz C~p..no~ in the 1920 1 s and sumiarized years later, 
-(Cannon, 1953). He found 1ncrl!ases 1n a. substanc e called. 
--------- -- · --.. .... _,__ ..... 
ag_r~.Jlin_ w.ith ~an~i etx __ responses 1-n laboratory animals. 
Von Euler (1959) demonstrated shortly ther~after that 
the substance adren1n was composed of the two constit-
uents adrenaline (or epinephrine) and noradrenaline (or 
norer,1nephr1ne). These two constituents along w1t;h 
their metabolized end product vanillymandelic acid, VMA, 
6 
Funkenste1n ( 1955) post~ulated spee1t1eally that 
. . - . . .,.., o._..... ---- - ----· -- -
~ncr~~ses in adrenaline were associated with the e~o~1~n 
~n.;~ety, whcreR~ non.drenal1ne increases were linked to ~ 
anger. S1n.ce that t1~_,_t.n_ue_~ve -l~~.n.~ __ large numb_!! · 
f!! 1nvest tgat~rs whe have presented ~x~er~•~nt~l ev1denc~ 
bt,th fer and againot Funk~nstein's view. (Eluadjian, 
Hope & L~nsen, 1957; Manger, ~t~ al., 195?; Silverman, 
et. al., 1961; Nolson, ~t. al. 1966). 
The I1easur.e.mentJ.!' _u_:.,:.t~r.J:._Q!,_i;J'9!lal_!-!lines~. ~s f irs.t 
reported by Eul,,,r e.nd Lungberg 119S4)-.4n --tme!-r study -
-=----~ ..... , .....-..._ _.,,  -- -
comparing epinephrln~ l~v~ln in p1lets on days when they 
flew as compared to non-flytng days~ Further 1.nd1cat1cm 
that 1,nere&sl!d ca.techalam1ne e~rnretion 1s. aSSl!>Ciated 
~----~ 
with anx-1.,$~t;X. __ bq,1.s 'been rep.orted by Lev1 (1963) &,nd,_.I..o.ru~..s, 
Bridge§J. ~ j,e~~- J.. 19~§). 
Although those ~nY~3tih~t~r~_hsve reported$ olear 
relationship betwecrt e~teoh~!!i-M1~~ exeret1on and. an;,.::_!e~y, 
enly one stugy: mi.s fe-und in .!tll~~h. ,u1y I 'ebust &ttentpt nt 
---quant1f_y:_~elat1ens.h1..p Wla.J3._g1 ven,~ Gusova ( 1969) 
reported that o;,,techolar11n~ exc:retitm 1s a functl(:)n of 
e.lot1onal state and that. spec1f1cs.ll:,-, adrenBline ex-
cret1\'!>n was "proportiumal" to s.ffective expressien. 
Cardioyascula...,. Sts__ns of AQtl~'U 
A~.nd Zea.:mn ( 1958) painted ou·t, the uae of 
heart ra_t.e ass ~1e>lGg1cal assessment of anxiety hJI,~ 
r ~----- -
7 
~~.f.1..mn~bliB.he.d.in a large number of studies 
' 
under a variety of experimental s1tust1ons. Among the 
l . 
more interesting and pertinent studies involve: novice 
parachutists before their first j~p (Epstein, 1967); 
spaoe flight and centrifuge rides (NASA, 1961); auto 
race drivers (Frost, et. al., 1951); and scholastic 
examinations (Bogdonoff, et. al., 1961). 
A;._s,,w1th-heart rate,_both systolic and diastolic 
arterial _g;J,.QQA. pressures have consistently been em-
. . 
ployed in studies as indices of anxi~t~_~Lor1mer, et. 
· al., 19?1; Gottschalk and Gleser, 1969). Jones, et. 
al. (1968) clearly demonstrated that the anxiety of a 
15 minute oral exam could result in significantly in-
cr.?ased blood. pressure. 
Inoreas~d SY.stolio pressur~ has been reported as 
--------- .., _ .. -- ..... ~ -.0. 1 ---~ .. ~,.....--...-.... 
investigators in a variety of experimental settings: 
Williams, 1950, 1954; Cattell & Scheier, 1958: Van 
Egeren, 1963.. Mefferd and Wieland . ( 1966) included both 
measures (along with heart rate, norep1nephr1ne and 
epinephrine) in their battery of phys1olog1cal mea.s-
ures of anxiety ad.ministered to volunteer Caucasian 
Air Force P-nlisted personnel during a period of basic 
training. 
Pszchological Approaches to ~!!'_Assese,nrtnt of Anx1e~z 
As mt1nt1oned above, the ever• .. inoreasing number of 
8 
·psychological psychoaetr1c inatru~ents for the assess-
ment of anxiety have predon1nantly had their birth 1n 
the past two decades. Most of the experimental litera-
ture on anx1ety research in the field Gf psychology has 
employed one or another of these 1nstraents. In terms 
of format, these instruments largely can be placed int~ 
two broad categeries: 
1. Psycholo5ieal Instrtlflents Employin5 Self-Referc~ 
peser1Rt1ve fhr...!!.~~ 
These 1nstrum.ents employ phrases that the subject 
checks as desor1pt~ve of his own opinion ef himself. 
The Tayler Manifest Anxk~.t.1'-Soale (Tayl or, 1951, 1953) 
is an example of this type of psyehom~tric instrument. 
As shown in Appendix A, the subject is p: •. .'-.1vided tJ. nul!lber 
of phrases ( such as, "At times I lose sleep over worry.'' 
a.nd 111 am happy most of the time." ) which he can eheck 
as deaoriptiv& of his own opinion of hiJRS6lf. 
2. E§ycholoa1._~..,1 .. Instrurnsn~s Enploiing Self-Refere_n~ 
Adj ~_2j?,.t!.~§. 
An e.xa.11ple of th1s type of psyohoaetr1o 1nstru.m.6nt 
would be ~he Multipl& Affect Adjeot1ve Cheolt List, MAACL 
(·Zuokerraa..n, 1960) a · As ·shown 1n Appen,Ux B, this type of 
aeasura provides the subject a liat of d~9.~1.pt1~e--a~-
jectives suoh a.a 11a.fraid", "confused" and "r6l!i.xed", 
-----
which he can check off as descripr1,1~ of h1s feelings or 
moods e· 
THE PHOBLEMS 
It might be oxpected, 1n view of the large number 
of 1nvest1gat1ons 1n the f1eld of anxiety researoh, that 
a consensus on the validtty of the various measurement 
instruments and techniques rev1awed above would exist. 
That 1s to ssy that experimenter A who employed cardio-
vascular signs of anxiety (suoh as heart ra.te) would be 
certain that he was, in fact, meanur1ng the sa~e thing 
as experimenter B who was e~ploy1ng a psychological 
1.nF..Jtrument mrnh as the Ta.ylor Manifest Anxiety Scale. 
Regrettably" ~s Spielberger (1972) has po1nted out, 
the:r.o has been, in fact, little overlap 1n the two 
major l'ih~a::mreJS:.ent approaches. Physiological researchers 
employ i:.,hysto1.cig1cal approaches a11d psJcholog1.cal 
resoarohers have stayed with psychometric psychologlcal 
approaches to the assessment of anxiety. 
Most pa~t at;tempts to investigate inter.correlatlons 
between the approaches have provid€Sd confl1cting results, 
as :r.-epm:ted. by Cattell (1972) • I~rd (1972), Hamburg 
(1971), Gott~challc and Gleser (1969). Levitt (1967), and 
Sara.son (1960). Although these 1nvest1gators have 
point<'..:d. out a number of Pl'oblems with past attempts to 
ascertain. the relationship between com:no.nly eIDployed 
phys1olog1cal and psychological assessments of anxiety, 
9 
10 
cr1t1c1sm has centered lax-gely in tha · areas of exper1-
:iental manipulation ana. analytic techniques. 
Exper1m~nta.1 ID!n1Eulat1on: 
Sarason (1960) was an early critic who attributed 
confl1.ot1ng results to variations 1n a. subject's 1ncU.-
v1dual response to an experimental s1tuat1on. This same 
approach was taken by Levitt {1967), who also pointed 
out that 1n the typ1oal laboratory setting there 1s very 
little vallci.at1on of whether or not an. experil'.3entsr 1s, 
1n fact, elict1ng the result he des1ras. Besearoh by 
Allport {1924), Tomkins (1962), and Izard et. al. (1962) 
has strongly suggested that few, 1f any, contrived labo-
ratory s1tu.a.t1011s 1fould do a credible job of elicting 
anxiety 1n all su~>jeots., 
The p:c&so.nt stud:, was designed spec1f1cally to con·• 
trol the potential source of extraneous system.&t1e vari-
ance due to thG fa,Jt that a giv·en experimental cond1 tion 
designed to be anxiety provoking ma:, well t.ave the dG-
·s1.red effect on subjt3ct X, but net on subject Yin the 
typtc;ally ~hc:rt time the subject is placed 1n the exper1-
rtantal si tur;1, tion designed t.c be anxiety producing. 
Although grc,.~ t imagir1a tion and ingenuity has been shown. 
'by in.r·estigator;~ ln setting the a.11.~tsty pl'()Vok1.ng exper1-
:menta1 cond.itic.n, (Levitt, Persky f:l..t1d Brf.\a.y (1964) 
employed hyp.not!.cally induced anxiety, Lamb (1969) used 
a public speal~ing experience) 0 the point remains that 
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since ea.ch subject may react to a given br1ef s1tuat1.on 
in a different manner, suoh contrived laboratory s1tu-
at1ons can ser~e to cloud the reaults of such invest1-
gat1ons. 
An interesting and sound alternat1ve approach to 
the contrived, laboratory-manipulated, experimental 
setting so often cr1t1c1zed, was found in the natural-
istic approach to experimentation, Briefly, this 
approach as advocated by Barker (1969h Willel!ls (1969) 
and applied to the olin1ca.1 s:rea by Rauah (1969) 1s an 
altt,rnative to the experimental motho(l as commonly 
applied. Instead of setting up a situation in tho 
laboratory and manipulating the subj~ct to el1~1t a 
desired response, i.e. anxiety, the naturalistic 
approach calls for the obser{a .t1011 of the su.bjeot in an 
onv1romnont free of the man1pulat1on usually associated 
with laboratories. The a.1:n is to f1ncl an envlronmental 
setting that ~vokes the desired reisponse and then carry 
out the measur~ment process in that environment. 
Whil~ this e,pproach wa.s certainly not viewed for 
the purpo110 of this study as being the tctal answer to 
the cr1tic1srno raised over past research, 1t was viewed 
realist~ .cally es a. viable alternative to past methods 
and as a valid approach towards partially answering 
past methodologi .cal and research design objection.a. 
Operationalized in terms of this study, the natural-
1st1c method took the for~ of e~ploy1ng a hospital for 
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the environmental setting. Unlike t.,1e vast n1ajori ty of 
past 1nvestiga.tionss no experimentally designed situation 
was employed to induce anxiety. Rather, the naturally 
occuring anxiety resulting from a subject's recent heart 
attack was employed (Miller, 1965). By having the sub-
jects in a controlled environment for a much longer 
period of time than in past studies, 1.t was felt that 
possible effects due to transient situational events 
were controlled to a high degree, leaving only the nat-
urally occuring reaction to the myocardial infarction as 
an effect of long duration. 
A second aspect, in terms of the present study, of 
the environI!lenta.l setting was that approxir.1ately he.lf 
of the subjects cmployc~d in the study were participants 
in s.n exporirnental, systematic anxiety-reduction tech-
nio_ue bein3 concurrently tnvesttgated by tlH~ hospital's 
Psycholr.)gical Research Section. Although the results of 
this technique are not yet known, the practi.cal effect 
that the anticipated success of this technique would 
hav~? on th5 present study 1s to increase the variance 
of the measures and hense, potentially e.dd grea. ter power 
to the multivariate analyses employed. 
f;.n.aly_ij~~chniciv~: 
A second major area of past criticism is of the 
various statistical treatments employed in past studies. 
Much of th~ past literature on the relationship between 
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physiological and psychological approaches to the assess-
ment of anxiety has centered on simpl& correlations 
among various measures (Sarason, 1960; Levitt, 1967). 
This bivariate approach 1s criticized Izard _ (1972) and 
Cattell (1972) largely on the basis that it is 1nneffect-
1ve, not econo~ical, and simply unable to give the infor-
mation desired in assessing whether the two approaches 
are in fact measuring a unitary emotion or rather a 
pattern of coincident emotions called mistakenly by a 
common name. 
These critiques call for a multivariate approach. 
and a number of researchers, such as the two mentioned, 
along with Barratt (1972), Mefferd and Wieland (1966), 
and Nowlis (1965) have been applying such an approach. 
The problem of assessing d~gree of r el ationship 
.....__.,._ ... _ - .... ,.._~ 
between tbe. t:tio...A~t.~ of An:¥:iety measures (psychological 
measures of anxiety and physiological assessments) 1s 
-
handl ~ b~st bL_,a multivariate technique that, as fer 
as can be determined, has not previously been employed. 
Canonical Correl~~i9p_1Ltbat techn1~ye pf cho1ce, for 
it is d~s1gned to obtain the relationship between two 
s ets of m~Rsure s where each se t is comprised of two or 
more items or measures. 
Op~rationalized in terms of the present ~tudy, the 
various physiological measures are considered as a set 
while the psychological instruments form the other set. 
Canonical Correlation indicates the degree of relation-
ship found between . elements common to both sets extracted 
" LL .&., 
orthogonally inn-space on the t.8s1s cf decreasing mag-
n1tude of relat1onsh1p. 
QU1te cocplete explanations of both the a,dvantages 
and appl1cat1ons of this mult1va.r1ate technique are 
presented by Tatsuoke. (1971), and Cooley and Lohnes 
(1971). 
The second. technique employed in the multi•var1ate 
approach taken in the analysis of the present study was 
Factor Analysis. As Cattell (1972) pointed out, such a 
multivariate approach has a number of distinct advantages; 
among which are the faot that in order to cover the 11 
variables investigated in this stu.dy, (11x10/2=) 55 
separate pa.ired experiments would be r~quired by the 
bivariate method. A flnal important point is that 
neither analysls of variance nor successive pair-wise 
correJ.atinns are able tei answer the question of whether 
a unitary concept or oluster of concepts is being viewed. 
So both a .r.atural1st1c approach, coupled with a 
multivariate schema of analysis, was brought to bear on 
the problem of aasessing the degree of relatiocship 
between co~monly e~ployed physiological measures of 
e.nx1ety and psycl101og1cal 1nstrULlents purporting to be 
mea.sur1ng the sam~ tnj_r,..g. This purpose was opere,t1onal-
1zed in the following specific predictions: 
(j) There 1s a significant relationship between a 
battery of physiologice.l tests of anxiety and a battery 
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of phys1olog1cal measures of anxiety • 
. r"\ 
(2.) Patterns of at'.x1ety measures cian be predicted 
'-""' 
from patterns of physiological concoill1tants and tl~-
versa.. 
METHOD 
Subjects: 
Fifty-four patients admitted to Rhode Island Hos-
pi ta.l suffering from their first myoca.rdi .al infarction 
served as subj~cts for this study. There were 42 males. 
ranging 1n age fron 4J to 69 with a median age of 56 
years old, and 12 fe males ranging in age from 56 to 69 
w1 th a medi an age of 62 yea rs old. All W{1re Caucas 1an 
with the exception of one Americ an Indian. Ethn! e back--
grounds appe::1r ed comr.1ensura te with wh$ t would be expl'!C ted 
of the m~diun siz e metropolitan area of Prcv1dence, 
Rhode Isl and from which the sa r:iple was drawn between 
December, 1971 and January, 1973. 
Prior to the start of the study, p~r-mlssion was 
gr anted by 23 oollaborat1.ng ca.r.d1olog1sta to obtain 
data fro m thetr pa ti onts. 
Ta ble l sho'\'1,-s th e phys lol ogl ca.l measures &nd psycho-
l og1oa l inst ruments s~l~cted for this study. 
The r:H9V~ n physiologi cl,'i.l mee.su res employ ed r ep r e sent 
a. sa mple of th ose comruonly employ ed 1n pas t stuiiies and. 
wer e sel ec t ed on the basts of th e follo wing criteria.: 
1.6 
TABLE 1 
Physiological and Psycholog1cE.: .l M.eaauros of Anxiety 
--·--------------------------... -- --- ·-- -
1. cardiov a scular Signs 
a. Hee.r t ra tc 
b. Syst olic arterial blood pr~ssu:re 
o. Diastolic arterial blood pr essur e 
2. Eno.ocri .nologi ca l Correl& tes 
c •. V .G.1 tllyma.nde l1c a cid 
3. Heuris t i c Measure 
a. Urine output 
- 1. Descr i ptive Phr as e Instru ments 
a.. 1'aylor wan if est Anxi. et y Se e l a, TMAS { Ttqrl or, 
1951) 
bo St n te ~fra it A.nxit1ty I nventory 1 S1I'AI (Spi el b•:ge r, 1966) 
a. Mood Adj0cttve Chscklist. MACL (Knowli s and 
Gr ,-:en , ~L965) 
b. Multiple Affeet Adjoctlve Check li s t, NP.A.CL~ 
(Zv.ck r,x 1e..r., 1962) 
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1. Widespread use by pa3t rosearchers in the field. 
The cardiovascular signs eaployed here were reviewed 
above 1n the 1ntroduct1on along with the first two of the 
endoorinolog1cal correlates-- epinephrine and norep1-
nephrine. Van1.llymandelic acid is the end product of 
both epinephrine and norep1nephrine metabolism, as dis-
cussed by Petresek, et. al. (1966) and Engleman and 
SJoerdsma (1971), and should serve as a viable endocr1n-
olog1oal correlate. 
It was anticipated at the beginning of the study 
that measures of intermediary metabolites of both epi-
nephrine and norep1nephr1ne (metanephrine and norrneta-
nephrine, respectively) would be available for the 
analysis. A case for their employment has been made 
by Petresek et. al. (1966) and Engleman and Sjoerdsm~ 
(1971) although their use in anxiety research does not 
appoo.r to be widespread. Unfortunately, unforzoen prob-
lems developed 1n the laboratory analysis and values 
were not available for use 1n this study. Appendix C 
contains a brief description of the laboratory difficult-
ies encountered. 
The final physiological measure, urine output, is 
not coQfilonly found as one of the measures in widespread 
use, but rather ls th1s 1nvest1gato~'s most reliable 
personal indicator of anxiety and so was included for 
heuristic reasons. 
z. Rel1ab111ty of measurements. 
Ta.bl'! 2 shows the r~11ab111.t1~s fou .nd :ln the 
TABLE 2 
Rel1ab111t1~s of Phya1ological Measures and References 
Phis1ol<2J!1cal Measures 
1. Heart rate 
2. Systolic blood pressure 
Jo Diastolic blood pressure 
Endoor1noloo;j_cal __ Corr~lates 
1c Er-,1nephr1ne 
2~ Norepinephrine 
.3. Van1l1ymandol1c an1d 
1. Urlne output 
1.00* 
1.00* 
1.00* 
.8:; (Crout. 
1961) 
.91 (Crouto 
1961) 
.94 (saund.ermanv 
1.970) 
1.00* 
Note:* Ne published data were d1sco7ered on the 
reliG.b:U.1 ties of these mellsures, eo it was 
rea.stically assumed that since the E.168.su:r.-1.tig 
derv•ices are rn.echan1ca.l in nn ture aey error would 
be introd.uc~d by- hunans and. e.s tmch, would be 
normally distributc:id about a t1ean error of zero .. 
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11teratur6 for the phys1olog1cal :,iee.sures. As can be 
seen, there 1s adequit.te raliab1li ty 1.n all the ~easures 
employed. 
3. Ava1lab111ty of measures. 
As mentioned earlier, one of the a1ms of this study 
was to interfere as little as possible with the env1ron-
~ent or the subject. A valuable v1ewpo1nt of the natural-
1st1c method employed here 1s that m~asurenents are ob-
tained as nonreaet1vely a.s feasible, (Willems. 1969: and 
Sechrest, 1969). A major advantage of the hospital sett-
ing was that all the phys1olog1cal s1gns were obta1nable 
~s part of the normal routine that forJted the subjects• 
env1ronmento For example, the card.1ovaacular signs of 
heart rats. and blood pressures wer& taken ~s norMl 
hospital procedure every four hours. 
Ps:;rchologj_~l I.nstruments 
As with the physiological measures selected, the 
psycholog1oal instruments employed for th1s studl" re-
present e seaple of those eom1only ~nployed by a majore 
1ty of the 1av6st1gators 1n past studies~ In addition 
to their widespread use, they were sel~cted on the basis 
of the following two specific criterl&: 
1. Ease of e.d.:ministra.tion 
Because of the sample to be used. 1t was necessary 
to select instrUl!lents thBt could b6 administered inn 
relatively short time. For this reason the short for~ 
of the 'raylor Man1f6st .Anxiety Scale developod by Bendig 
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(1956) was selected. as well as the short form of the 
Multiple Aff3ct Adjeci;lve Chock List of Zuc-kerme.n ( 1960). 
Spielberger•s (1966)-Sta,t~ Trait A,nx1ety In~entory (STAI) 
was transformed from a descriptive phrase format to en 
adjective check 11st as validated by Izard (1972). Thus, 
9:n item such as 17! feel jittery." became "jittery". 
These mod1f1eat1ons of the psychological instrm.P.ents 
were justified because they enabled the ad:n~.nlE:tration 
period of the psychological assessment tc be kept un.der 
20 minutes. 
Since even the condition of knowing that a psyoho-
logienl test is being taken can affe-ct s subject's 
anxiety levelp as demonstrated by Levitt (1967), the 
instruments were pr~sent~d as part of a normal hospital 
practice designed to impro,,e s.arv,.ce by e.sk1ng 1)$,tients • 
reaotions to thi:,ir stay. As shown in Apper1c1ix A, the 
Bendig form of the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Sea.le had 
filler items &long this line. 
2. Valtdity for the intended purpoa6 
:ru.hle .3 pi-osents a summary of the rcili&bllity an.d 
validity studies concerning the Taylor Nan1fest Anxiety 
Sciale. 
Th~re has been spparently 11ttl~ published 1nfor-
mat1on cor.c~,rning the Moeid Adjective Ch~uk11st en1ployed 
here. Knowlis and Groon (1965) report the vnlid1ty in 
tert1s of th6 factor loacUr1g and separation of tbil par-
ticul&.r f&ctor in questionr but lit.tl~ lnforme,tion ◊.rl 
TABLE J 
Validity and Reliability Studies on TMAS 
--------·-----------------------
_ _,:s_t_u~~c1Y,------.·-----•m.......;P .... o...,~! l ..  ll_a_t_1_o_n _ ___ N _______ R...,1~-8_'-';, ... 1 .... t __ _ 
Taylor (1953) University 
Un1Vel"S1ty-
Ho~t and Magoon Clinic (1954) 
Buss (1955) Psychiatric 
patient 
Zuckerman (1962) University 
Spielberger (1966) Univ~Tsity 
females 
Univer·si ty 
males 
59 
179 
174 
64 
246 
126 
80 
Test-retest =.88 
(3 weeks) 
Test-retest =.88 
(l~ weeks) 
Taylor Scores 
trieotomized into 
'h1gh! 1med1um• and 
'low' compared to 
cou.ns~lor rating 
c.lf7 
Correlations 
between :rated 
o11nict:a.1 anxiety 
nnd TMAS =.60 
=.57 between 
TMAS and MAACL 
=.80 between 
TMAS and STAI 
=.79 between 
TMAS and. STAI 
----- ---------------------
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studies employing just one or the factors of the MACL 
has been presented. The results of a pilot study oarr1ed 
out by this author indicated high _ interoorrelations with 
the other psyohologioal instruments employed (r=.7J with 
tpe TMA§; :t: •2J with the STAI; r= .88 with t_titt M~CL) 
and so this instrument was retainedp (Morrow, 1972). 
Validity and reliability studies concerning the 
State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) are summarized 1n 
Table 4. 
Information on the Multiple Affect ·Adjective Cheok 
List (MAACL) is presented in Table 5. The correlation 
between the full scale and the shortened version used 
here 1s reported by Zuckerman (1962) to be .82. 
Procedure: 
Measurea were made on each subject on the ·tenth 
to twelfth day following ad.mission into the hospital, 
depending on the laboratory schedule. Selected or1g1n-
ally as a target period by the hospital project ment1one~ 
above, this time since admission was viewed as viable 
and realistic for the present study based on two primary 
considerations. The first of these was that the subject 
would have been removed fro~ 1ntens1ve care and had 
sufficient time to acol1mate to the routine and environ-
ment or h1s room. 'rhe second was that even the minor 
interruption and inconvenience caused by the ad.m1n1stra-
t1on of the psychological instruments would pose minimal 
TABLE 4 
. -----_,.._. __ .,_, - ·-
Validity and Reliability Studies on STAI 
Studt Population N Result 
Spiel berger (1970) University 109 test-retest 
'(" =. 79 
1 week 
O'Neil, 
Spielberger and 
Hansen (1969) Unive:rsity 50 STAI scores and 
systolic blood 
pressure both in-
creased on diff-
erent tasks 
Spiel berger (1970) University 
male 334 reliability =.83 
female 648 reliability ~-=. 86 
Spiel berger (1970) University 
male 80 r =. 79 with TMAS 
female 126 r ==. so with TM:AS 
Spiel berger (1970) University 
male 80 r=.58 with MA-4.CL 
female 126 r=.52 with MAACL 
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TABLE 5 
Validity and Rel1ab1li ty Studies on ?-lAACL 
Zuckerman (1960) University 32 
Atkinson (1965) actors 40 
Hankoff, Rudorfer, 
and Paley (1962) psych1at- 50 
ric 
Zuckerman (1965) University 35 
Zuekerman (1965) various 
17 studies 19 
to 
2~-6 
25 
scores rose "signifi-
cantlyn on exam class 
days 
significant ( p (. 01) 
difference between 
normal days flnd days 
on stage 
p(. 01 :relationship 
betwee11 MA.AGL scores 
and tricotomized 
anxiety ratings 
test-tetest r=. 68 
(p_{ .01) 1 week 
~ =. 18 to . 69 with 
TMAS; 14 out of 17 
studies p .05 
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potential for adversely affecting the medical condition 
of the subject. 
The subject was placed on a .spee1al diet pr1ot to 
the collection of urine during a 24-hour period in order 
to eontrol many dietary factors fout1d pre·~1ously to in-
fluence the catecholamine analysis. (A complete listing 
1s given 1n Appendix D.) 
The 24-hour collection period was employed to con-
trol the normally occur1ng diurnal variation 1n the re-
lease of epinephrine, norep1nephr1ne and van1llymandell1c 
acid 1n the urine. The total ur1nP. output over the 24-
hour perto<.'l was recorded. by the ward nursing staff and 
cross checked age.inst the values reported by the hosp-
1 tal laboratory. 
Heart rate, systolic and cl1astolic blcod pressures, 
the cardiovascular signs, were obtained by tak:tng a 
simple arithmetic a·•.,.ere.ge from the nurses' chart of' the 
subject over the same 24-hour period as that employed 
for the urine collection .. 
Weil-Malherbe (1968) described in detail the chem-
ical analytic techniques for measuring the enclocr1no-
log1cal c.orrelates from the subjects' urine. F·or epi-
nephrine and n.orepinephrine, the Crout Fluoronetrio 
Method was used, ~1h11e the Pisano Spectrophotometric 
Method was employed for van1lly:mandel1c acid. (Refer 
back to Table 2 for the reliabilities of these methods.) 
Since correlations between psychological measures 
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of anxiety and the subject variables of lntelligence, 
age, education and sex have been. shown to be non-signif-
icant, (Zuckerman, Lubin and Robins, 1965; Zuckerman, 
1960: 'J.1olo:r. and Mabi, 1965; Zuckerm.an and Biase, 1962), 
no selection cr1ter1on was employed for the sample based 
on these variables. 
Special instruction sheets were prepar~d for the 
attending physician, alerting him to certain drugs that 
could possible affect the chemical analyses and request-
ing that he refrain, if possible, from administering them. 
Unfortunately, it soon became evident that in selected 
cases 1t apparently was not possible for medical reasons 
to refrain from administering certain medications. A 
thorough record. was made of each drug administered to 
each patient a.s tsken from the ward record of med1oat1on 
administered. 
A separate search of the literatui·e on possible 
drug effects was made and then the results compared 
with the medication given each patient. IJ.1hose patients 
given I!Wd1cation that would have possibly ir.1.terferred 
with the chemical analyses were excluded from the sample. 
Appendix D reports the results of that literature search 
and the interferring medications discovered. 
Corrections were me.de to the laboratory values of 
the catecholamines by employing a method of correcting 
by body weight developed at Rhode Island Hospital based 
on over 1000 observations. This corl"ecticn was made when 
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it becB.!!le apparent that some of the urine values recorded 
did not, 1n fa.ct, repr~sent a true 24 hour collection 
period. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The sta tist1c -al significance of the cannonical 
variates generated from cannonical correlation.al anal-
ysis was tested according to the Wilks' Le.~bd.a Criterion 
(Wilks, 1932). The Wilks• likelihood ratio, may, in the 
canonical corr~lational problem, be modified and used to 
yield a Ba.rtlett 0 ~ Chi-Square approx1m~tion (Bartlett, 
1947). 
The first cannonical variate generated in the pre-
sent analysls rJf the di1.ta proved to be non ... sign1f1cant 
(i\=.45,:;t2=J7.?7, cl.t'.==28, pl.,.10). As t:r:o .05 level of 
significance is commonly accepted llS the standard in re-
search m-ethodolcgy, these res-:.ilts must b~ vi'-'wed as re-
pr~senting little more that chance occurrences. 
For this reason, it ls clear that there were no 
line&.:i.~ comb1nE:tions of the physiological ffieD,sures of 
anxiety tha ·!; correlated significantly w1 th e. 11.near 
com.bi.na t1on of the p~-iychol(.lgica.l ro.easur~s. Ths results 
of the na.nnoni.ca.l correla ttonal analysis portion of th6 
multiva:c-1ate approach shmrnd, th.en, that U; was not poss-
ible to in.fer. that any relJJ.tionship ex1str:.\d between the 
sot of phys1ologioal measures and the set of psychologic&l 
inst:r'U.ments nll purportlng to be r!'ie!:l.sureis of the sau~ 
thing ...... ~nxiety. 
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Before ex,am1n1.ng the results r,f the second stage 
of the mult1v&r1ate approach--that of factor analys1s--
1 t 1s worthwhile to '.n::am1ne bri~fly the H or 1ntercorre-
la tlon matrix generated for the data. As there were 
elev~n different variables or measures involved in this 
study (seven phJrs1olog1cal and four psychological, shown 
in Table 1) the 1ntercorrelat1onal matrix ls el~ven by 
eleven and contains the various p~ir-wise correlations 
among all the variables considered. Tabl~s 6, ?, &nd 
8 sho"lJ th1s m1tr1x as brolte;n down into thl'01:: ~onst1tu-
ent portions for ease 1n interpr~tation. 
Te.ble 6 presents the pair-·,i\~e ir:.tar\;t"lr:relf'ttions 
g.~1£! the seven phys1ologtcal r.s:easures of t1nxi~ty t or 
how they correlate among ·th~mseJ.ves. As vi th the other 
two tables, the corr~l~t1on coefficients r~ported are 
Pearson product-:wment correlation coeff 11:;t~nts. Table 
7 presents the pair-wise 1ntercorr~la t1onr.:; £ffi9.Q1;i the 
four psychologtcal instruments for a~s~ssing v.nxiety; 
while Tabl" 8 ehows the pair-wise correll:~t.ions pe~w~~ 
th~ saven priye1olog1cal and four psycholocie.al. measures 
t&lt::.,.n two at a tim&. 
These results aid 1n further understY,nding th9 
results of the cannonica.l correlat1onsl sn.a1ys1s .. In-
spection of Table 6 reveals that there w~re only fiv~ 
sign:Lfic&nt {p(. 05 or greater) correlatiofi.S out of the 
{7x6/2=} 21 possible pa1r•••tr1se corrale.t1cns among the-
physiological •~asur~s. This points ou.t 'fhy thera were 
TABLE 6 
Intercorrelat1ons Among Phya1olog1oal r.easures of Anxiety . 
Variablea 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
le Heart ratl! 1.00 
2. Systol1c 
blood 
pressuro .01 1.00 
J. Diastolic 
blood 
pressure -.02 
-77** 1.00 
4. Epinephrine • 25 .15 -.01 1.00 
5. Norepineph-
rine .JO* -.15 -.10 .2.5 1.00 
6. Vanlllyrn.a.n-
delic acld .4J** .oo .. oo .21 .55*4'- 1.00 
7. Urit:.e out.,, 
put .20 .22 .19 .06 .47** .26 1.00 
~--..._.- --~-------... 
Note: * p (. 05 
4Ht p < .01 
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TABLE 7 
Intercorrelations Among Psychological Anxiety Instru.~ents 
Variables 8 9 10 11 
--
8. TMAS 1.00 
9. MACL .67** 1.00 
10. STAI 065** .90** 1.00 
11. MAACL .67** -75~* .89*¼ 1.00 
-- ---
Note: ** p ( .. 01 
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TABLE 8 
porrelations Between Physiological Measures of 
AnX1ety and Psychological Anxiety Instruments 
Variables 
8. TMAS 
9. MACL 
10. STAI 
11. MAACL 
Note: *P(~05 
**P(• 01 
1. 
Heart 
rate 
.04 
• OJ 
-.06 
-.04 
2. 3. 
Systolic Diastolic 
blood blood 
pressure pressure 
-.17 -.21 
-~18 -.J2* 
-.20 -,.35** 
.05 -.14 
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4. 
Ep1nophr1ne 
---
._....,_._._.,.,-., 
.02 
-.16 
-.13 
c, C 06 
TABLE 8--contiriued 
5o 6. 
Norep1nephr1ne Vanilly-
mandel1c 
acid. 
--
.oo 
-.08 
-.02 
-.08 
.02 
-.10 
-.08 
-.06 
7. 
Urine output 
• 06 
-.06 
-.11 
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no s1gn1f1cant 11.nea:r c~-,~b1nations of these mee.sures 
revealed through the ca.nnonical corr~lat1on, since with 
very low 1ntercorrela tiot1s among the varlous measures 
of this set 1t 1s unclear whether, in fact, all the 
measures are measuring the same thing. 
Table 8, which shows th!i correlations .Qe~en the 
set of seven phy~1olog1ca.l and four p!ychological meas-
ures, reveals that only two out of the {7x4=)28 possible 
pair-wise correlations between a given psychological 
instrument and a physiological measure ware significant 
(p(.05 or greater). The pattern of correlations between 
the psychological instruments and phys1.olog1cal measures 
1s·seem to be generally negative and non-oign1f1cant. 
The interpretation of the various b1 ... var1ate oorre= 
lattons, thel'l, ~ak~s clearer the results of th{! ,.mlt1-
var1ate ca.nnon1cal corrl!la.tion. The car1.tton1cal corre-
lation analysis reports linear comb1nat1ons from t)ach 
of two separate sets of measures that are relat~d. 
Close inapect1on of the measures employed 1n each of 
these two sets revealed that not only were the two sets 
!!Qi lnterrc,lated in any significant manner, (Table 8) 
but also that one cf the sets {the physiological meas-
ures) demonstrated insignificant interz:el&t1onsh1p 
among the measures of the set,,(Table 6)& 
The second stage in the multivariate approach was 
that of Factor Ane,lys1s~ Bartlett (1948) hu3 pointed 
out that ca.nnon1cal correlation oan b~ considered 
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external factor analysia si~1ce 1.m.U.·eidual variables 
are combined into sets for analysis, (ae was done here 
with the physiological set and the psychological set) 
whereas the technique of factor analysis ean be viewed 
as internal factor analysis since thl\ vartablGs are 
each examined separately. By ecplcying both multi-
variate tt:chn1ques, a powerful analytic str~tegy for 
assessing any possible relat1onsh1p(s) was used. 
The results of the Hotelling (1933) principal 
components anal.ys1s with a Kaiser (1958) varioax 
orthogonal rotation are shown 1n Tablo 9. Thrt,e factors 
accounting for 68 percent of the total variance were 
retained not only because of the amount of' total vari.,, 
ance they represented but also because all el~v3n meas-
ures wer~ represented in the factors as wt:!ll as present.-. 
ing a factor structure that was 1nterpr~table. 
The factor structure as reported in Table 9 clearly 
mirrors the results pr~sented above 1n that a clear sep-
aration is seen between factor I, a general factor on 
which all th~ psychological instruments had high loading~ 
as well as colru!l.unalit1es, and the other two factors on 
which the physl.ological neasures loaded. The fe.ct th.at 
not one of the physiological measures had a factor load-
ing on the first factor that even E<.pproached significance 
1s further evidence consistent with the results of both 
the cannonlcal correlation and examination of the bi-
variate correlations. 
TABLE 9 
Factor Load1ngs,Phys1ologicc.l arid Psycholog1ca.1 Measures 
(N=54) 
Factor I II III ti2 
Ph1s1olog1_cnl Mee.sure 
1. Heart re.te -.OJ .:-22 .,. • 02 .42 
2. Systolic blood 
pressure .05 • 03 
«~ 
.89 
3. Diastolic blood 
pressure .21 -.01 .:..2.Q .85 
4. Epinephrine .08 .45 .07 .22 
s. Norop1nephr1ne .03 • 81 -.1? .68 
6. Van111yme.nde11c 
acid .OJ .78 -.05 .61 
7. Urine -.03 .60 ~ .46 
Psychological 
Instrument 
8. TMAS -.80 ..08 -.09 .. 66 
9. MACL =.t.2l. -.08 -.16 .86 
10. STAI :.9!± -.09 -.18 ~93 
11. MAACL 
-.22 .... 07 -.08 .85 
~~- .... 
\ 
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Factor I 
This general factor. accounting for 32 percent 
of the total variance, 1s clearly a psychological one 
since all the four psychological 1nstruoents showed 
heavy factor loadings on it. Its clear separation 
from the other two factors 1s seen in that the seven 
physiological measures have low, 1ns1gn1f1cant, factor 
loadings on this factor. The four psycholog1cal 1ns·cru-
ments, then, are quite consistent 1n what they are assess-
ing. And the separation of this factor from the physio·-
log1cal measures points out that what 1s being assessed 
1a quite different from that being measured by the physio-
logical indices. 
Fe.ctor II 
This group factor, aooount1ng for 20 percent of the 
total variances is seen as one of the two factors that 
comprised the physiolog1cal measures. As can be seen 
from Table 9 .. the endocr1nolog1cal correlatos discussed 
above com.prise the major part of this factor, and thus 
1 t can be la.belled as an endocr1nol.og1oal fa,ctor emerg-
ing from the analysis. 
As van1llymandell1c acld is a metabolic end prod-
uct of both epinephrine and norepinephr1ne. it is to 
be expected that the three endocr1.nolog1ci::.l correlates 
would load on the same factor. The ~elatively low 
co.lDJ!lunal1ty (h 2 ) for epinephrine on this factor can 
be viewed froo. two perspectives. ~!he first of these 
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1s 1n teI'ils of the various stud.ies rei.riewed before on 
the Funkenste1n hypothesis (1955} that states that epi-
nephrine is more specific to anxiety than noreplnephr1ne. 
Seen in that context. it may be that these two measures 
are assessing different aspects but have enough overlap 
so that they both assess common elements of anxiety to 
a certain extent. The second perspective 1s a statisti-
cal one. As seen 1n Table 10, which presents the distri-
butional statistics for the sample, the distribution of 
the epinephrine measures was positively skewed. Close 
inspection of the raw data reveals th1s to be due to a 
few reported laboratory values of zero. 
The loading of heart rate on thi~ factor was also 
somewhat unexpected, although tho SRi!H!I general pattern 
was observed in a pilot study. As Deane and Zeaman 
(1958) pointed out, there have been many st~diea that 
have concluded that heart rate is not only a good meas-
ure of anxiety but is also highly correlated with both 
systolic and diastolic blood pressures. It ls conceiv-
able that what is shown here is, in fact, a peculiarity 
of the subject population used in this study. It must 
be remembered that these subjects have experienced med-
ical datiage to their hearts duo to the eyocard1al infarct-
ion. While this was fully realized prtor to the start of 
this study, it was felt that the many advantages to be 
gained froa both the naturalistic research approach and 
the multivariate analysis would outweigh the 11:iited 
TABLE 10 
D1str1butional Statistics for Variables (N=54) 
Varie.bles Mean {X} ~~~ndard Deviation ((rt 
heart rate (beats/ 
minute) 76.98 11.09 
systolic blood pressure (mm.Hg) 107.81 12.42 \ 
diastolic blood pressure 
(mmHg) 69.19 10.01 
epinephrine (}A,g/24 hrs.) 18.37 28.?J 
norep1nephrine 
( }A-g/24 hrs.) 114.00 62.14 
Vanillymand.elic Acid 
{ l.\ g/24 hrs. ) 5.88 2oJ8 
urine output (cc/24 hrs.) 1836.57 632.10 
TMAS 5.87 hr.99 
MACL 14.46 5.43 
STAI 33.63 9.64 
MAACL 
-7.80 7.91 
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generalizability resulting from e~ploying this select 
population. And so, the divergent f1nding here may be 
attributable simply to a.n anomaly of the sample employed. 
Factor III 
--- ..... 
This group factor accounting for 16 percent of the 
total variance 1s seen as a blood pressure one, as both 
systolic and diastolio arterial blood pressure showed 
both high factor loadings and high eornmuna11ties on thls 
factor. 
The sor1et1mes very complex b1oohem1cal mechanisms 
aside, the loading of urine output with both heart rate 
and blood pressures can perhaps be understood by a sim-
ple hydraulic analogy_ If the urine output ls considered 
as the product of a simple filtering mechanism, the kid-
neys, then its output would be dependent 011 both the 
rate of flow of the fluid filtered (the blood) as well 
as the pressure this fluid was exerting 011. th~ side of 
the semipermeable .:nembrane in the kidneys doing the fil-
tration. As the rate of blood flow is eoverned by the 
heart rate and the blood pressures determine tho fluid 
pressure, it makes sense that urine output would relate 
to both measures. 
The high, statistically significant tntercorrelat-
ions·among the four psychological instrunentE=- (Table,?) 
were a.ntS..ci:pated on the basis of' previous wo:r-k.. Past 
studies eoploying various populations have yielded sig-
nificant 1ntercorrelations, although not always as high 
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as reported here. Izard ( 1972) poit:i .ted out that prev-
ious literature has shown the correlation between the 
STAI and TMAS to be from .79 to .BJ .. Spielber-ger (1966) 
reportedr=.52 to .58 between the STAI and M.AACL, while 
Zuckeman (1962) reported correlation coefficients of 
.57 to .69 between the T!'IAS and MAACL. 
_ The results of Table 7 show tha.t these high inter-
correlations were also found for the sample used here. 
Th(! sa.~e high intercorrela.tiona found with the 
MACL add evidence to the contention of Nowl1s and Greens 
(1965) that the factor employed here (Factor B) 1s a 
viable measure of anxiety. As the STAI employed the 
TMAS as one of the three component te6ts froID which it 
was evolved. high 1ntercorrelat1ons are to be expect~d, 
of course. 
The fact that abbreviated v~rs1ons of th~ TMAS, 
STAit and MAACL were employed a.nd still demonstrated 
th~ same degree of interrelationship as p1·eviously re--
ported for the full vers1ons lends further credence to 
their rol1abil1ty, a.s a portion of the literature re-
ported in support of the validity oi" each of the psycho-
logical instruments used 1s concerned with correlating 
the given 1nstrurn.ent with others in the field. 
~~ile, as mentioned previously, generalizations 
beyond this sample must be carefully qualified (as with 
any research), it is quite clear that the specific pre-
dictions made prior to the experimental phase of this 
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study were e11tlrely unsupported for the sample used. 
The results of the nult1v&r1ate techniques employed 
demonstrated consistently that there was, in fact, no 
relationship between the set of physiological measures 
employed and the set of psychological tnstru?:1ents util-
ized in this study. So:ee individual bi-variate correla-
tions showed s1gn1ficant relationships between certain 
physiological and certain psycholog1cal neasures. (Table 
8 gives significant correlations between diastolic blood 
pressure and both the MACL and STAI; however they are 
negative correlations), but the results of both tho 
cannonical correlational analysis and the factor analysis 
demonstrated. clearly that there was no relationship be-
tween the physiological measures taken as a set and the 
psychological instruftents taken as Q set and applied to 
this sample. 
I 
INPLIC,il'IONS 
The results of the factor analysis indicate t:bat 
not only 1s there a difference bett1etm what ts being 
assessed by tho psychological instrunenta and tho 
physiological measures applied to this sample. but also 
that there 1s not a conmonality being assessed by the 
various physiological measures. This latter result, 
the non-unitary na.tu.re of the physiological results 
can be co:rn.parcd w1 th results of 9.n exper1Iilenta1 labor-
atory settingj as long as differences in sample co~po-
s1t1on are tsk~n into account. 
Mefferd and Wieland (1966) exac1ned ?1 phys1olog-
1oal variables taken frott a sample of 95 Air Force vol-
unteer rocruits. The 64 variables reta.in~d for nnnly~is 
were subjected to a factor analysis which r~vealed a 
resulting 22 factor structure accounting for 80 per-
cent of the total var1a.nce. They found. h~iar·t rate, 
norep1nephrine, epinephrine, ay~tol1c and then diastolic 
blood. pressure& to load ( in t.h~ order gi v·en- with fac to1 .. 
loadings of .76 to .17 r~spect1v~ly) on the sixth factor 
genersted which accounted for 3.7 p-!r~en.t of the common 
variance. Unfortunately, they d.o not report mor~ infor-
mation on the totnl factor stru.etureit although 1t may be 
surmised fror1 both the large nUID.ber of factors reported 
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and the low v-ariance accounted for by the factor re-
ported, that the physiological variables investigated 
demonstrated far from a consistency in what they were 
assessing. 
The results of the pre,sent st11dy do not, of course, 
rule out the possibility that the various measures and 
instruments em.ployed for this sample \'Jers assessing 
different facets of anxietye Much of the b1°variate 
research has been criticized by Aronson and Carlsmith 
(1968) and Cattell (1972) due to the f~ct that saying 
that two measures are correlated does not say anything 
about possible other measures that might be responsible 
for the relat1cnsh1Pe Saying that the rate of melting 
of an ice cream cone 1s highly related to the incidence 
of sunburn one. beach 1s meaningless until it 1s real-
ized that they are both the consequence of a sunny do.y. 
Barratt (19?2), Cattell (1972), and I~ard (1972) 
all call for a multivariate approach such t::..s that em-
ployed 1n order to partially alleviate such an objection. 
Ey the use of sets of measures and techniques such as 
cannonical correlation that r~veal~ relationships be-
tween the sets and factor analysis, which l't)Veals r~-
lationships across as well as within sets, thG level 
of analysis increases in both power and scope. For by 
employing such a st.rate.gem, clusters or groups of meas-
ures can be identified that form the elettents of a larg-
er concept rather than betng lead astray by trying to 
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theorize on the 'be.sis of isolat~d individual measures. 
Taken in terms of th~ results presented, this line of 
analysis would lead to the possib111ty, that for the 
sample enployed there 1s a d1st1not difference between 
the facet of the emotion called anxiety that 1s assessed 
by psychological instruments and the fscet assessed. by 
phys1olog1cal measures. And that, 1n tact, there also 
appears to be sot.\e separation within the pl-t.ysiological 
measures themselves. 
Taken a step furtherp the results found for this 
sample can be viewed in terms of a theory of emotion 
that Berkowitz (1965) has called: "··· an 1·mporta.nt 
and provocative conception of emotions that g1Yes 
special attention to the 1ndividual 1 s environment, or 
at least to his understanding of it.!' (p. 321). This 
theory, first proposed by Schacter (1964) postulates 
two major conponents as constituents of an emotion such 
as anxiety. The first of these 1s a general pattern 
of sympathetic nervous systen discharge or physiolog1-
eal arousal~ while the second component is comprised 
of soo1&lly determined cognitions or simply the individ-
ual's understanding of the evonts that produced the 
excitation. 
In the classic series of experiments which form 
the major body of investigation for his theory. Schacter 
(1967) injected epinephrine into subjects and then ex-
posed them to the actions of a confederate who appeared 
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either angered, euphoric, amused, anxious, fearful or 
simply exhibited no emotion at all. Sche.cter•s expecta-
tions that the subjects would interpret their phys1olog1• 
cal reactions in terms of their cogn1tivo evaluation of 
how the confederate was acting were fulfilled in that 
the subjects reported on psychological instru.oents that 
they felt angry, anxious or whatever other em.ot1011 they 
had been taught through the modelling of the confederate 
went with the physiological arousal they were experienc-
ing. 
As the psychological instruments examined in this 
study clearly were assessing a oogn1t1ve 1nterpretat1on 
of how the subjects were evaluating an emotion, while 
the phys1olog1cal neasures were assesBing what can be 
viewed e.s physiological arousal, the r~.eults that the 
two sets of measures were not related ca.n be understood 
in terms of Schacter's theory. 
SUMMARY 
The f1nd1ngs of the present study may be sum~arized 
as follows: 
1. No overlapping pattsrns of the psychological 
instruments and phys1olog1cal measures were revealed by 
the multivariate methods of cannon1cal correlat1on and 
factor analysis. Bivariate analyses revealed the relat1on-
sh1p between the two sets of measures to be generally ne.g--
at1ve and not statlst1cally significant. 
2. The factor structure revealed that the four psych-
ological instruments were not assessing the same thing as 
the physiological measures, and that there wa.sf in fact, 
some overlap :tn what the physiological measures them-
selves were assessing. 
J. The psychological 1n.ntruments were highly 1nter-
corr~lated, even in the shortened vere1ons applied. 
ll. The high cor-rele ,tior1.s W) th other psycht)logical 
instruments demonstrated by the MACL lends support to 
the contention that the portion {Factor B) employed here 
is s. viable anxie·ty measux-e. 
5. Pr1nc1ples of naturalistic research can be ap-
plied to the a:rea of anxiety research w1 th mi!'limal 1nter-
rupt1on of ongoing activity in a hospital. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
A number of new avenues for 1nvest1gat1on are sug-
gested by this study. It must be realized that the pre-
sent study does not provide support for these tdeas, but 
rather that they flow from speculations over future ex-
tensions of the methods and techniques employed. 
1. The present study should have conceptual rep-
lications cerr1ed out with different populations so that 
the tentative conclusions may be further tested and mod-
1f1ed if necessary. 
2. Sets of different physiological maasuras and 
psychological instruments should be employed in studies 
utilizing a multivariate approach so that tho findings 
of this study may be extendede 
J. Projective psychological instruments such as 
the Rorschach and TAT should be employed to ascertain 
1f they are measuring the same d1me11s1ons of anxiety as 
the instruoents and measures employed in this study. 
4. It 1s lmportant to el'Jploy clinical evaluations 
and perhaps selected behavioral correlates as part of 
future uork so that further validity tnforroation may 
be gained on the measures along with a closer link to 
actual clinical applicability. 
5. As results from the types of studies suggested 
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above begin to 1dent1fy patterns of ~e~sures and instru-
ments that apr,•ear to bo assessing the sa,1a or differ1ng 
facets of anxiety, it should become ea.siex· to develop 
theories of anxiety a.nd anxiety-rtilated phenomenon that 
conform more to • real world I findings than m..~ny of those 
presently formulated. 
APPENDIX A 
Bendig Short Form of the TMAS Employed 
The following 38 self-referent statements were pre-
sented to each subject under the title of 11Pat1ent 
Evaluation of Hospitalization Period". Instructions 
required the subject 11to give your .Q!Q op1.n1on of your-
self" and to 11decide for oach statement whether it is 
~ as applied to you or false as appli<"id to you". 
-
------
1. I do not tire quickly. 
2. I am about as nervous as other people. 
J. I spend my days under a grest deal of straj_n. 
4. I cannot keep my mind on one thing. 
5., I fec~l that tho nurses have boen trying to put 
me at ease. 
6. I frequently notice my hand shskeis when I try to 
do something. 
7. I worry quite a bit over possible troubles. 
8. Often . m~r bowels don't move for se'IJ'eral days at a 
time. 
_ 9. At times I lose sleep over worry. 
_10. I have recei-v·ed good service when I needed so;n~-
tb.ing here. 
_11. My feelings are hurt easier than 1t1ost pooplce 
_12. I often find myself worrying about something. 
__ 13. The ste.ff or. the floor have been. considerate of me • 
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_14. I wish I could be a.s happy as others. 
_15. I am usually calm and. not easily upset~ 
_16. I feel anxious about something or someone alinost 
all of the time. 
_17. I am happy most of the time. 
_18. It makes me nervous to have to 1q31t. 
_19. I am treated like a person and not like a case. 
_20. At times I am so restless that I cannot sit 1n a 
chair for very long. 
_21. I have often felt that I faced so many d1ff1cult.1es 
I could not overcome them. 
_22. The service here seems to be reasonably efficient. 
_23. I have been afraid of things or people that I know 
could not hurt me. 
_24. I certainly feel useless at t1mes6 
_25. I find it hard to keep my mind en a tesk or jobe 
_26. I have adjusted more quickly to being ill than I 
thought I would. 
_27. I am more self-co.nscious than most people. 
-
28., I am the kind of person who takes things ha.rd. 
_29. T am a very nervous person • ... 
ioo T have been able to feel f r1 en.dly to my visiting _., ... 
family and friends. 
_31. Life is often a strain for me. 
_32. At times I think I am no good at all. 
_,_33o I can think as well as before I came here. 
_34-. I a.m not at all confident of myself. 
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_ _..35. I remember pleasa!1t things more often than I used to. 
_36. At times I feel that I El!!l go1rig to crack up. 
-
37. I don I t 11lfe to face a diffioul ty or make an 
important decision. 
_JS. I am very confident of myself. 
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APPENDIX B 
Selfc•rleferent Adjective Checklists OiACL, MAACL, STAI) 
This 11st of 66 adjectives (presected as part of 
the larger hospital study d~scr1bed earlier) contained 
the three self-referent adjective instruments employed. 
The 1n.struct1or1s stated that 11each of the words 1n the 
following 11st has been used at some time or other to 
describe feelings or mood". Subjects replied to each 
adjective 1n one of the following ways: 
-
11definitel;y_ describes your mood e.nd feelings" 
- "slightly descrtptive of your mood 0nd fcolings 11 
- "cannot decide 1f the word a.ppl1ea to your mood 
or feelings 11 
-
11d.efin1 tely does net apply to your .mood and feelings 11 
The final instructions were that: "YOUR. FIHST REACTION 
IS IMPORTANT HBHE, SO THA1' IT IS IMPORTM?r TO WORK RAPIDLY11 • 
1. active 
- 2. e.f raid 
3. af:f'ect1ona.te 
4. alert 
5. annoyed 
6. apprehensive 
?. blue 
8. cal:n 
9. can't concentrate 
___ 10. co.ref roe 
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_11. careless 
_12. cheerful 
_13. clutch~d-up 
14. cocky 
-
_15. confident 
_16. confused 
_17. content 
_18. downhearted 
_19, drowsy 
-~20. elated 
21. 
-
energetic _l.1-L~. regretful 
22. fearful __ 45. relaxed 
-
23. fed-up _46. restless 
-
24. frtghtened 
--'-47. sad 
-
25. frustrated _48o secure 
-
_26. helpless _1t9, shaky 
_27. impatient 50. sluggish 
28. jittery 51. sociable 
-
_29. joyful __ 52. sorry 
-
JO. keyed-up _53. strong 
31. kindly 51}. subdued. 
-
_32. lighthearted _55. tense 
_33. lonely __ 56. tired 
_34. nervous 57. trustful 
_35. optimisttc _ _58. uncertain 
_36. panicky 59. upset 
37. 
--
patient _60. vigorous 
_38. peaceful 
-
61. warmhearted 
J9o playful __ 62. washed out 
-
_40. pleasant 
_63. weak 
_41. pleased 
-
64. W6ary 
_42. quiet _65. Witty 
66. worrif::d 
-
APPENDIX C 
Brief Descr1ptlon of Laboratory Dtff1cu1t1es EncoUlltered 
in Measurenent of Metanephr1ne and 1Jormete.nephr1ne 
by the Pisano Spectrofluorom.etric Method 
As discussed 1n the Method Section, it waD antic-
ipated that :rn.easurements of the intermediary metabolites 
of epinephrine and norep1nephr1ne (metanephr1ne and 
normetanephr1ne, respectively) would be available for 
an&lysis as physiological endocrinological correlates. 
Unforseen difficulties were encountered, however, in the 
analysis employing the Pisano Spectrofluorometrlo aethod. 
According to Dr. James Driscol of Rhode Island 
Uosp1tal, the problem encountered centered in the fact 
that some interferring substance was being abrw:r·bed in 
the same spect.rogra.phic band ns the metancph:rines and 
was hense causing inv&1.lid results to be obtained., It 
1s not cles.r whether or not some medication give11 the 
subjects was to blame or that perhaps soffie reagent 
ero.plo:red in the analysis was a. cm.use. The Pism.110 method 
employs over r·t ve distinct steps, during e,;\Oh of which 
some interference or unforseen rea.ction could have 
potent1~lly caused the w1desir~bl~ results obtA!ned. 
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APPEl:DIX D 
The Effects of Medlcat1ons on Cateohola. m1ne Analyses 
------------~--------------------
Reference Number Fron Appendix D 
References Showing Effects On: 
CatecholB£!2,§§ ______ Y!1! 
Medic a tion De finite Possible None 
------------ ----·---------------
Aminophylline 
B-V1tamins 
Chloral Hydrate 
Chlorpro ... tazine 
(Thorazl.ne) 
Clofibrate 
Ethyl Alcohol 
Erythro mycin 
Guanethid1ne 
(Is melin) 
Guanoxan 
(Eve.car ) 
Hydralazine 
Imfpr arnine 
(Tofranil) 
Isoproterenol 
Levodopa 
MAO Inh i bitors 
(Hydrazine deriv-
atives) 
Methenamine 
(Uri ton e) 
Methocarhamol 
( Hoba.xin) 
5 
8 (large 
dose) 
5 
1,10,6 
12 
11,_5 
11,14,8 
11,5 
11 
8 
5(1arge 
dose) 
9t6,5, (a) 
8,9,6 
11,9 
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5 
6 1~ .,,
2 
6 
5,6 
11,6(b) 
- I 
APPENDIX D--Cont1.nued 
Madice.tion 
Reference Number Frm ~1 Appendix D 
References Showing Effects On: 
Ca tecl~mines 
Definite PossiblEi None 
---- ·-----
Methyldopa (Aldooet) 11,14,8,9 
Morphine Sulfate 10,6(c) 
N1cotinic Acid 11,9 
Nitroglycerin 
Qu1nid1ne 
Quinine 
Reserpine 
Riboflavin 
Sa11cyletes 
Tetracyclin es 
Chloroth1az1de 
Dlgitoxin 
Disulfir a rn (Antabuse) 
Diuril 
Insulin 
Lithium Carbonate 
Mecamylam1ne 
Meprol:)amate (Equanil) 
Pentobarit a l 
Phentol nmine 
5,6 
11.11.J.,8 
11,14,5,8 
5,6 
11 
ll,14,8,9 
9 
11,8,15 
2 
6 
5 
6 
6 
2 
10,6 
10,6 
2 
ll,8,6 
---------- .,-~---·--
Note: (a ) Eff ect on no re pinephrine, not epinephri ne 
(b) Effnc t s Gitlo w test only 
(c) No ef f ect on VMA a na lysi s 
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